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National plan and policies linkages to the Budget

- **National Level**
  - **KV20 (Kiribati Vision 20)**
    - 20 years
    - Long term / Broader strategies (Strategic Goals)
  - **KDP**
    - 4 year cycle
    - Medium-term strategies (Development plans)

- **Ministry Level**
  - **MSP (Ministerial Strategic Plans)**
    - 4 years
    - Short to Medium term strategies (Development Plans)
  - **MOP (Ministerial Operational Plans)**
    - 1 year
    - Short term (Activities)

- **Recurrent and Development Budget**
  - (GOK and Development partner)
Achievements

• Kiribati Road Rehabilitation Project (KRRP) – WB, ADB and Australia
• Kiribati Aviation Investment Project (KAIP) – WB & Taiwan
• South Tarawa Sanitation Improvement Sector Project (STSISP) – ADB and Australia
• Kiribati Adaptation Project III – WB
Climate change initiatives

1. Outer Island Infrastructure Development Project - $70m
2. Disaster Fund - $2m ROC Taiwan Annual Grant
3. Water project - $60.2m – GCF Board October 2018 in Bahrain
4. Kiribati Climate Finance Division – to manage GCF, AF, and CIF
5. Climate Finance Assessment - Final report due Sept 18
Challenges

- Geographical isolation
- Capacity constraint
- Financial constraint
Way forward

• Asset Management Systems
• Improve coordination
• Meaningful Partnership
• TEMAIKU LAND AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (video presentation) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnKIpEnDfCM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnKIpEnDfCM)
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